
The Challenge

Dantz Development faced a challenge:

the company wanted to provide the

best possible customer service with a

system that fit its limited budget. The

system had to track specific customer

data and allow customer service

representatives to use that data

efficiently and quickly. As company

needs grew, the system had to meet

new needs by automating production

tracking, literature requests, and more.

At the same time, the system had to be

affordable to modify and administer.

The Process

Research and referrals from other

business owners led Dantz to Pacific

Data Management. Dantz chose PDM

because PDM’s programmers were

highly experienced database

developers who could accurately

estimate projects. Since PDM

dedicates an administrator to manage

each project, Dantz could rely on a

single point of contact who would

manage the system design based on

the company's requirements. The PDM

contact would coordinate the entire

process and be available around the

clock to solve problems and answer

questions. That personalized and

professional service was exactly what

Dantz needed.

Dantz Development Corporation publishes Retrospect, the best-selling backup
software for the Macintosh®. Recently, the Orinda, California company embarked
on a project to improve customer service with an automated, user-friendly system.
The resulting database developed by Pacific Data Management was so successful that
it has evolved into a company-wide information system that centralizes customer
information in one location and provides data access to nearly every department.

Jon Bjork, Director of Operations at Dantz, chose PDM based on recommendations
from other business owners in the high-tech industry. A programmer himself, Bjork
appreciated PDM’s programming skills and thorough knowledge of databases. Bjork
also wanted professional consultants who could estimate jobs accurately, remain
within budget, and give him realistic feedback on specifications he requested. “It’s
really nice working with competent people like PDM,” reports Bjork. “I know I’m
getting the right answer the first time.”

In a few months, PDM built a database called DantzBase that tracks over 1.5 million
customer records. Any time a customer calls Dantz for assistance, customer service
representatives can search the database by any of several criteria, including customer
name, registration number, or company name to access the customer’s record. The
record includes a call history that gives users a description of the customer’s past
problems or product orders, saving time from asking the customer to explain past
issues. Requests for product upgrades or literature are entered into the
system and later downloaded to an outside fulfillment house that sends the items to
customers. Employees no longer have to leave their desks to fulfill requests, giving
them more time to concentrate on helping customers. 
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Dantz tracks detailed information about customers in the graphical, easy-to-use database.
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The Benefits

Using the PDM database, Dantz is

empowered with comprehensive and

accurate information, enabling the

company to provide superior customer

service. In a short period of time, PDM

implemented the custom database that

supports Dantz’ ongoing commitment

to provide quality customer service.

Internally, customer service

representatives benefit from

immediately accessible, quality

information, resulting in improved

employee morale. The database also

delivers an unanticipated but welcome

benefit—it saves Dantz significant

time and money.

Behind the scenes, the Production Department uses the database to enter product
orders, including the number of products required and a purchase order number. The
database automatically searches for the last registration number, generates new
registration numbers, and creates a record for each new product. With this system,
Dantz can crack down on illegal software sales to foreign countries by tracking the
source of each product. Dantz can also use the data to analyze the effectiveness of
every sales channel, including retailers and OEMs.

To manage data in a tailored and personalized manner, end-users with password
access can actually configure parts of the database. This capability provides long-term
flexibility for Dantz since the database can evolve as user needs change. “I did not
want to have to keep going back to PDM every time we wanted to add a new item.
For example, PDM made it possible for us to easily customize choice lists, giving us
flexibility with our system,” notes Bjork.

The Dantz database includes Virtual Janitor™,  an innovative tool that
automatically scans the data and corrects inaccuracies or flags problems, a task that
would take an employee hundreds of hours to accomplish. For example, after Dantz
imports mailing lists into the database, Virtual Janitor formats the names correctly
and flags duplicate records, saving the company money by eliminating duplicates and
maintaining consistency in the mailings.

PDM designed the database to run itself. As system administrator, Bjork reports that
he rarely needs to devote time to the system. Bjork was highly involved in the
creation of the system and appreciates that PDM accommodated his requests, from
overall departmental integration to moving buttons on a screen by a single pixel.
“I would definitely recommend PDM to other companies needing systems,” he says.

Dantz is now planning to integrate the technical support and sales departments into
the database, allowing nearly every department to take advantage of the extensive
customer information. Most importantly, every Dantz customer will benefit from
personalized service. Summarizes Bjork, “This database proves to our customers that
Dantz truly cares about the service we provide.” 
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The built-in password system ensures database security.


